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Abstract
Let .A;B/ be an n-dimensional linear system with 2-inputs over CTY U, the ring of polyno-
mials in one-variable over the field of complex numbers. We prove the feedback cyclicity of
.A;B/ under certain conditions on their entries and deduce that .A;B/ is feedback cyclic in
an exceptional case left open in W. Schmale [Linear Algebra Appl. 275–276 (1998) 551–562].
© 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let .A;B/ be a reachable n-dimensional linear system with m-inputs over a com-
mutative ring R. The feedback cyclization problem for the system .A;B/ is the fol-
lowing:
Does there exist an m  n matrix F (feedback matrix) over R and a vector u 2 Rm
such that the determinant of the matrixh
Bu; .A C BF/Bu; : : : ; .A C BF/n−1Bu
i
is a unit?
The ring R is called an FCn-ring if all reachable linear systems .A;B/ of dimen-
sion 6 n over R are feedback cyclic. Further, if R is FCn-ring for all n > 1, it is called
an FC-ring. It was conjectured in [1] that CTY U is an FC-ring, and was proved that
CTY U is an FC2-ring. Schmale [2] proved that CTY U is an FC3-ring and developed the
method in [2] to a symmetric equivalent problem in [4], and proved that CTY U is an
FC4-ring. His proof as given in the paper is incorrect in the case dvv is identically
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zero. In fact his claim that gcd.h2; Qc21/ D 1 is not valid. He supplied us, on enquiry, a
corrected version. He has further shown in [5] that except in some special cases, e.g.,
when dvv is identically zero, all reachable linear systems over CTY U are feedback
cyclic. While studying his original proof we discovered a new approach. Using this
we prove the feedback cyclicity of certain n-dimensional .n > 4/ linear systems and
deduce that, when dvv is identically zero, all reachable systems of dimension 6 5
over CTY U are in fact feedback cyclic.
Throughout this note we shall freely use results, notations and conventions in [5]
for the sake of convenience. Hereafter, we assume n > 4.
2. Background
In view of [5, Theorem 1], to prove that CTY U is an FC-ring, it is sufficient to
prove that any linear system of the form
A D
2
666666664
0 0 0    0 0 0
1 0 0    0 0 0
0 1 0    0 0 0
          
          
0 0 0    1 0 0
0 0 0    0 a 0
3
777777775
; B D
2
666666664
1 0
0 c1
 
 
 
0 cn−2
0 b
3
777777775
;
where a; b 2 CTY U are co-maximal, is feedback cyclic. Further, .A;B/ is feedback
cyclic if and only if there exists a 2  2-matrix
Q D

q11 q12
q21 q22

over CTY U with det.Q/ D 1 and v1; v2; : : : ; vn−2; u 2 CTY U such that for the linear
system
C D
2
666666664
0 0 0    0 0 0
1 0 0    0 0 0
0 1 0    0 0 0
          
          
0 0 0    1 0 0
0 0 0    0 1 0
3
777777775
D D
2
666666664
1 0
0 v1
 
 
 
0 vn−2
0 u
3
777777775
the reachability matrices
R D TB;AB; : : : ; An−1BU; S D TD;CD; : : : ; Cn−1DU
satisfy
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det.RDt S/ D 1
for the matrix D D diagTQ;Q; : : : ;QU
Schmale [5, Lemma 2] proves that if v1 D v2 D    D vn−3 D 0, and vn−2 D v,
then for M D RDt S,
det.M/ D aqn11 C duu C dvv C dvvv2;
where
du D .−1/n−2 detTB;ABq.1/; : : : ; An−2Bq.1/U;
dv D 2.−1/n−3 detTB;ABq.1/; : : : ; An−3Bq.1/; An−1Bq.1/U;
dvv D −detTB;ABU if n D 4;
and
dvv D −detTB;AB;A2Bq.1/; : : : ; An−3Bq.1/U for n > 5:
Moreover, du; dv and dvv are homogenous polynomials in q11 and q21. The result
also claims that dvv has degree n − 4. This is concluded due to an oversight as in
the proof of [5, Lemma 2] the coefficient of qn−411 is stated to be bcn−3, while it is
.ac2n−2 − bcn−3/ as stated in [5, Lemma 7] . In view of the above, to prove the
feedback cyclicity of CTY U, we have to solve
aqn11 C duu C dvv C dvvv2 D 1 (1)
subject to the condition that gcd.q11; q21/ D 1.
We want to solve Eq. (1) in the case dvv is identically zero, a case left open in [5].
We shall assume a; b to be non-constant polynomials. In the other case the result is
trivial and is noted in [5]. [5, Lemma 7] claims:
dvv is the zero polynomial as a polynomial in q11 and q21 over CTY U if and
only if
bjcn−2−j D ajcjC1n−2 ./
for all 1 6 j 6 n − 3.
The proof is given for necessity and j D 1. It turns out that the statement is true
for n D 4; 5 and is false in general, since it is easy to check that for n D 6,
dvv D.ac24 − bc3/q211 C 2.ac2c23 − ac22c4 − ac1c3c4 C bc1c2/q11q21
C.ac21c23 C 2ac21c2c4 − 3ac1c22c3 C ac42 − bc31/q221:
Thus dvv is identically zero if ac24 D bc3 and c1 D c2 D 0. Thus clearly if dvv is
identically zero, relation ./ on the entries need not hold, i.e., the lemma does not
hold for n D 6. However, we have noted that (Lemma 3.7) if the given relations on
the entries hold, then dvv is zero. We shall assume, hereafter, that condition ./ holds
on the entries of the linear system .A;B/ or .A;B/ satisfies condition ./.
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3. Preliminaries
We shall give below some results needed to solve Eq. (1) in case the linear system
.A;B/ satifies condition ./. Further, we also assume that a; b are non-zero.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a principal ideal domain; and ;  2 R with gcd.; / D 1.
Then for any q 2 R; there exists  2 R such that gcd.; C q/ D 1.
Proof. The result is well known and is easy to prove. 
Remarks
.1/ If gcd.; / D 1, then gcd.;  C / D 1 for any  2 R.
.2/ For any non-zero, non-unit element f in R, if we set  D Qpi , where pi’s are
primes, pi jf; pi 6 j , then gcd.f;  C / D 1 for any  with gcd.f; / D 1:
Lemma 3.2. If ;  2 CTY U; gcd.; / D 1; then given any n > 1; there exists h 2
CTY U such that
 C h D dn for some d 2 CTY U:
Proof. See [3, Proposition 3]. 
Lemma 3.3. Whenever k; k − 1; l; l C 1 are integers between 1 and n − 3; we have
ckcl D ck−1clC1:
Proof. By condition ./,
bjcn−2−j D ajcjC1n−2
for all 1 6 j 6 n − 3. Hence
b2n−4−k−lckcl Da2n−4−k−lc2n−2−k−ln−2 (2)
and
b2n−4−k−lck−1clC1 Da2n−4−k−lc2n−2−k−ln−2 : (3)
Using the above equations, we get
b2.n−2/−.kCl/ckcl D b2.n−2/−.kCl/ck−1clC1:
Hence ckcl D ck−1clC1: 
Corollary 3.4.
.a/ If m > 0 and 1 6 k; k C 2m 6 n − 3; then
ckckC2m D c2kCm:
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.b/ For 1 6 k; k C 1; k C 2; k C 3 6 n − 3; we have
ckckC3 D ckC1ckC2:
Proof. (a) If m D 0, there is nothing to prove. For m > 1, the result follows by the
repeated use of the lemma, if necessary, and taking k D k C 2m, and l D k.
(b) The result follows by taking l D k and k D k C 3 in the lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. For all 1 6 j 6 n − 3;
cj cn−2 D cjC1cn−3:
Proof. The proof is clear for j D n − 3. Hence, let j 6 n − 4. By condition ./ for
all 1 6 j 6 n − 3, we have
bjcn−2−j D ajcjC1n−2: (4)
Putting j D n − 2 − j , we get
bn−2−j cj cn−2 Dan−2−j cn−jn−2
D.an−3−j cn−2−jn−2 /.ac2n−2/:
Now, using condition ./ for j D 1 and j D n − 3 − j , we get
bn−2−j cj cn−2 D .bn−3−j cjC1/.bcn−3/
Hence cj cn−2 D cjC1cn−3 for all 1 6 j 6 n − 3. 
Lemma 3.6. For any n > 4; we have
.i/ cn−2n−3du D ac1.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−2;
.ii/ cn−3n−3dv D 2ac1q11.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3:
Proof. By [5, Lemma 2], we have
duD.−1/n−2 detTB;ABq.1/; : : : ; An−2Bq.1/U
Ddet
2
666666664
c1 q11    0 0
c2 c1q21    0 0
              
              
cn−3 cn−4q21    q11 0
cn−2 cn−3q21    c1q21 q11
b acn−2q21    ac2q21 ac1q21
3
777777775
:
Multiplying the .n − 1/th row of the above matrix by cn−3 and using condition ./
for j D 1 i.e., using bcn−3 D ac2n−2, we get
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cn−3duDa det
2
666666664
c1 q11    0 0
c2 c1q21    0 0
              
              
cn−3 cn−4q21    q11 0
cn−2 cn−3q21    c1q21 q11
c2n−2 cn−3cn−2q21    cn−3c2q21 cn−3c1q21
3
777777775
:
Now subtracting cn−2 times .n − 2/th row from the .n − 1/th row and using the
Lemma 3.5, i.e., cj cn−2 D cjC1cn−3 for all j 6 n − 3, we get
cn−3duDa.c1cn−3q21 − cn−2q11/ det
2
6666664
c1 q11    0
c2 c1q21    0
           
           
cn−3 cn−4q21    q11
cn−2 cn−3q21    c1q21
3
7777775
:
Now multiply the last row of the above matrix by cn−3 and subtract cn−2 times the
.n − 3/th row from the last row. Then using Lemma 3.5 we get
c2n−3duDa.c1cn−3q21 − cn−2q11/2 det
2
6666664
c1 q11    0
c2 c1q21    0
           
           
cn−4 cn−5q21    q11
cn−3 cn−4q21    c1q21
3
7777775
:
Repeating the above process .n − 2/ times, we get
cn−2n−3duDa.c1cn−3q21 − cn−2q11/n−3det

c1 q11
0 .c1cn−3q21 − cn−2q11/

Dac1.c1cn−3q21 − cn−2q11/n−2:
Again by [5, Lemma 2], we have
dv D2.−1/n−3 detTB;ABq.1/; : : : ; An−3Bq.1/; An−1Bq.1/U
D2aq11 det
2
6666664
c1 q11    0
c2 c1q21    0
           
           
cn−3 cn−4q21    q11
cn−2 cn−3q21    c1q21
3
7777775
:
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Hence, as above
cn−3n−3dv D 2ac1q11.c1cn−3q21 − cn−2q11/n−3
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.7. Let .A;B/ be an n-dimensional .n > 4/ linear system with 2-inputs
over an integral domain R of the type given in Section 2 satisfying condition ./. If
a; b are non-zero; then dvv D 0:
Proof. First of all, note that under the given condition either all the ci’s are zero
or non-zero. If all the ci’s are zero, then clearly dvv D 0. If not, then multiply the
.n − 1/th row of the matrix of dvv by acn−2 and the nth row by cn−3. Then by
condition ./ and Lemma 3.5, both .n − 1/th and nth rows of the resultant matrix
coincide. Thus acn−2cn−3dvv D 0. Hence dvv D 0. 
Proposition 3.8. Let .A;B/ be an n-dimensional linear system over a ring R; as in
Section 2; satisfying condition ./. Then for any f 2 R;
.a/ .A;B/ is feedback equivalent to a linear system .A; NB/; where
NB D
2
666666664
1 0
0 c01 
 
 
0 c0n−2
0 b
3
777777775
and .A; NB/ also satisfies condition ./. Moreover; c0n−2 D cn−2 C f b2:
.b/ .A;B/ is feedback equivalent to the linear system . NA; NB/; where
NA D
2
666666664
0 0    0 0 0
1 0    0 0 0
0 1    0 0 0
                 
                 
0 0    1 0 0
0 0    0 a C bf 0
3
777777775
; NB D
2
666666664
1 0
0 Qc1
0 Qc2
 
 
0 Qcn−2
0 b
3
777777775
and . NA; NB/ satisfies condition ./. Moreover; Qcn−2 D cn−2.
Proof. (a) For the feedback matrix
F D

0 0    0 0
0 0    0 af

perform the feedback transformation
.A;B/ ! .A C BF;B/:
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We can easily see that there exists P 2 Gln.R/, a product of elementary matrices,
for which
P.A C BF/P−1 D
2
666666664
       
1 0    0 0 0
0 1    0 0 0
                 
                 
0 0    1 0 0
0 0    0 a 0
3
777777775
;
PB D
2
666666664
1 
0 c01 
 
 
0 c0n−2
0 b
3
777777775
; .†/
where
c0n−2 Dcn−2 C f b2;
c0n−i Dcn−i C af bcn−iC1 C a2f cn−iC2c0n−2 C a2f cn−iC3c0n−3 (5)
C    C a2f cn−2c0n−iC2 C afbc0n−iC1
for 3 6 i 6 n − 1.
We shall now show that the system .P .A C BF/P−1; PB/ satisfies condition
./. That is,
bjc0n−2−j D aj .c0n−2/jC1 (6)
for all 1 6 j 6 n − 3. To prove this we shall use induction and condition ./. Using
5 and condition ./, we get
bc0n−3 Db.cn−3 C afbcn−2 C af bc0n−2/
Da.cn−2 C f b2/2
Da.c0n−2/2:
Now let for all 1 6 j 6 k − 1 < n − 3, we have
bjc0n−2−j D aj .c0n−2/jC1:
Then, consider
bkc0n−2−k Dbk.cn−2−k C afbcn−1−k C a2f cn−kc0n−2
C    C a2f cn−2c0n−k C afbc0n−1−k/:
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Using condition ./, we have
af bkC1cn−1−k Dakf b2.cn−2/k: (7)
For all 2 6 j 6 k, we get
a2f bkcn−2−.k−j/c0n−j Da2f b2bk−j cn−2−.k−j/bj−2c0n−2−.j−2/
Da2f b2ak−j .cn−2/k−jC1aj−2.c0n−2/j−1
Dakf b2.cn−2/k−jC1.c0n−2/j−1: (8)
Moreover,
af bkC1c0n−1−k Daf bkC1c0n−2−.k−1/
Dakf b2..c0n−2/k/: (9)
Now, using (7)–(9), we conclude that
bkc0n−2−k Dbkcn−2−k C akf b2.ckn−2 C ck−1n−2c0n−2
C    C cn−2.c0n−2/k−1 C .c0n−2/k/: (10)
For the expression in the bracket of Eq. (10), we have coefficient of .cn−2/k D
k C 1 and for l > 2, coefficient of .cn−2/k−.l−1/.f b2/l−1 is
(kC1
l

:
Hence, using condition ./
ak.c0n−2/kC1 Dak.cn−2 C f b2/kC1
Dbkcn−2−k C akf b2
kC1X
lD1

k C 1
l

ckC1−ln−2 .f b
2/l−1:
Thus, it follows that
bkc0n−2−k D ak.c0n−2/kC1:
Hence, by induction, the proof is complete.
(b) The proof is similar to that of part (a). Here we perform the feedback transfor-
mation
.A;B/ ! .A C BF;B/
for the feedback matrix
F D

0 0    0 0
0 0    f 0

and do the elementary column operations on A C BF using 1’s below the diagonal
to annihilate entries on the right of 1’s and perform inverse row operations on the
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resulting matrices of the system. We start this from the .n − 1/th row of .A C BF/
and go upwards. In consequence, we get a matrix P 2 Gln.R/ such that
P.A C BF/P−1 D
2
666666664
       
1 0    0 0 0
0 1    0 0 0
                 
                 
0 0    1 0 0
0 0    0 a C bf 0
3
777777775
and
PB D
2
666666664
1 
0 c01 
 
 
0 c0n−2
0 b
3
777777775
;
where c0n−2 D cn−2 and for 2 < j 6 n − 1,
c0n−j Dcn−j C f cn−jC1cn−2 C f cn−jC2c0n−3
C    C f cn−2c0n−jC1:
The rest is just a matter of details. 
4. Main result
Let .A;B/ be an n-dimensional .n > 4/ linear system with 2-inputs as in Section
2, satisfying condition ./. Then with the notations in Section 2, we state the main
result of this note.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a pair of co-maximal polynomials q11 and q21 in CTY U
and polynomials u; v in CTY U such that
det.M/ D aqn11 C duu C dvv D 1:
Thus; if the linear system .A;B/ satisfies condition ./; it is feedback cyclic.
Proof. By Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 3.1, it is clear that, we can assume that a; b
are non-constant polynomials, cn−2 =D 0 and gcd.a; cn−2/ D 1. Further, using Lem-
ma 3.2 and Proposition 3.8, by applying feedback transformations, we can assume
that a D dn for some d 2 CTY U.
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Now, by using Lemma 3.6, we have
gcd..cn−3/n−2du; .cn−3/n−3dv/
D ac1.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3  gcd.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21; q11/
D ac1.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3  gcd.c1cn−3q21; q11/: (11)
Further, since gcd.a; cn−2/ D 1, as noted in [4], we can find ; q11 in CTY U such
that
aqn11 C cn−2 D 1 (12)
with gcd.a; q11/ D 1. Now, we have gcd.q11; a/ D 1, gcd.a; cn−2/ D 1 and also, by
Eq. (12) gcd.q11; cn−2/ D 1. Hence, in view of condition ./, for all 1 6 j 6 n − 3,
1 D gcd.q11; aj cjC1n−2/ D gcd.q11; bjcn−2−j /:
Thus, 1 D gcd.q11; b/ D gcd.q11; ct / for all 1 6 t 6 n − 3: Hence, for any q21 such
that gcd.q11; q21/ D 1, we get by Eq. (11) that
h D gcd..cn−3/n−2du; .cn−3/n−3dv/ D ac1.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3: (13)
We now claim that if
h
a
D c1.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3 divides .1 − aqn11/.cn−3/n−3;
then the result will follow. To see this, let
h
a
A D .1 − aqn11/.cn−3/n−3:
By Eq. (13),
gcd

.cn−3/n−2du
h
;
.cn−3/n−3dv
h

D 1:
Further, by condition ./, ajct for all 1 6 t 6 n − 3 since gcd.a; b/ D 1: Hence,
using Eq. (13), Lemma 3.6 and the fact gcd.a; q11/ D 1 D gcd.a; cn−2/, we get
gcd

a;
.cn−3/n−2du
h

Dgcd.a; cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/ D 1:
Thus
gcd

.cn−3/n−2du
h
;
a.cn−3/n−3dv
h

D 1:
Therefore, we can find U1; V1 2 CTY U, such that
A D .cn−3/
n−2du
h
U1 C a.cn−3/
n−3dv
h
V1
and thus
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h
a
A D .cn−3/
n−2
a
duU1 C .cn−3/n−3dvV1:
As a divides cn−3, we conclude that
.1 − aqn11/.cn−3/n−3 D
h
a
A D .duU C dvV1/.cn−3/n−3;
where U D .cn−3=a/U1. This implies .1 − aqn11/ D duU C dvV for V D V1. Thus
our claim is established. We shall now prove that c1.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3 D
h=a does divide .1 − aqn11/.cn−3/n−3 for a suitable choice of q11 and q21:
By repeated use of Lemma 3.5, we have
c1.cn−2/n−4 D .cn−3/n−3:
Therefore, to prove that
h
a
divides .1 − aqn11/.cn−3/n−3;
it is sufficient to show that
.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3q21/n−3 divides .cn−2/n−4.1 − aqn11/:
As gcd.q11; cn−2/ D 1, we can take q21 D cn−2q 021; where gcd.q11; q 021/ D 1. Then
we need to prove that
.cn−2q11 − c1cn−3cn−2q 021/n−3 divides .cn−2/n−4.1 − aqn11/:
This is equivalent to showing that
cn−2.q11 − c1cn−3q 021/n−3 divides .1 − aqn11/:
We shall now achieve this. We have gcd.q11; ct / D 1 for all 1 6 t 6 n − 3. Further
as a D dn and gcd.q11; a/ D 1, we get gcd.q11; d/ D 1. Therefore
gcd.qn−311 ; d
2c1cn−3cn−2/ D 1:
Hence, we can choose polynomials 1; 1 in CTY U such that
1q
n−3
11 C 1d2c1cn−3cn−2 D 1 − dq11: (14)
Now take Nq11 for q11 and Nq 021 for q 021; where
Nq11 D q11 C dc1cn−3cn−21;
Nq 021 D cn−2d1:
By Eq. (12), it follows that
a Nqn11 C cn−2 D 1 (15)
for some  2 CTY U. By Eq. (14), gcd.1; q11/ D 1. Therefore, as 1 D gcd.q11; d/ D
gcd.q11; cn−2/, we get gcd. Nq11; Nq 021/ D 1. Now note that
Nq11 − c1cn−3 Nq 021 D q11:
We have gcd.cn−2; q11/ D 1 and by Eq. (15) cn−2 divides 1 − a Nqn11. Hence we are
left to prove that qn−311 divides 1 − a Nqn11. Now observe that
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1 − a Nqn11D1 − dn Nqn11
D.1 − d Nq11/
 
n−1X
iD0
.d Nq11/i
!
:
We shall prove that qn−311 divides .1 − d Nq11/. From Eq. (14), we have
1q
n−3
11 D 1 − d.q11 C 1dc1cn−3cn−2/ D 1 − d Nq11:
Hence qn−311 divides 1 − d Nq11 and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 4.2. For n D 4 or 5; the linear system .A;B/ is feedback cyclic whenever
dvv is identically zero.
Proof. In case n D 4 or 5, the statement dvv is identically zero is equivalent to the
fact that .A;B/ satifies condition ./. Hence the result follows. 
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